NOTES:

1. Transverse joints 1/2" wide shall be installed in curb 20'-0" apart & shall be filled with prefomed bituminous impregnated fiber joint filler, complying with the requirements of ASTM D 1751-83, recessed 1/4" in from the front face and top of curb.

2. Contraction joints shall be provided every 10 feet.

CONCRETE CURB DETAIL

CONCRETE PAD DETAIL

ASPHALT PAVEMENT DETAIL

6" BOLLARD DETAIL

NOTES:

CONSTRUCTION JOINTS AT 4'-0" O.C. WITH 1/2" BITUMINOUS PRE-MOLDED EXPANSION JOINT EVERY 20'-0" AND WHERE SIDEWALK ABUTS EXISTING BUILDINGS, CURBS, OR WALKS. TOOL ALL EDGES 1/2" R.

**ALL SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TOWN STANDARDS.***

PAVING SHALL BE PERFORMED IN CONFORMANCE WITH NJDOT STANDARDS METHODS.

MATERIAL IS SUBJECT TO PLAN ENGINEER'S APPROVAL OUTSIDE OF R.O.W AND WITHIN PUBLIC R.O.W SUBJECT TO TOWN'S ENGINEER APPROVAL.

NOTES:

1. For thread and lettering-coordinate with township fire official

2. Provide labels with building it services

SHORT DESCRIPTION: SEE ARCHITECTURAL AND MEP PLANS FOR MORE INFORMATION WITH FDC.

NOTE: 3" MIN. CLR. REQUIRED ON ALL REBAR.

6" DIA NPS EXTRA STRONG STEEL PIPE ASTM A53 SCH. 80 FILL W/CONCRETE PAINT YELLOW

(4) #7 BARS #4 HOOPS 8" OC 4' DEPTH

CLASS B CONCRETE

6" BOLLARD DETAIL

5" STORZ FDC DETAIL

NOTES:
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